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zo, tell me, haFF you ever experienced a dream
vere you are weightless, flying through ze twilight
evening sky, sweeping over expansiff vistas…
He’s not
listening to
a word I
say… But

you

should!
See pages
27-34 for
how best to
take care
of tactical
vests like
me!

Maintenance Takes Time
Hey, Jones!
Hurry up! it’s
time to close
up shop.

OK, OK! I was almost
finished, but I guess it’s
good enough for now.
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if you don’t leave
enough time for
maintenance, it might
never get finished.

Plan ahead and
leave plenty of time
to do the job right.

next time, I’m
going to make
sure I start
earlier!
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You can bet your bottom dollar that every time you rush through maintenance,

mistakes will happen. Rushing can lead to damaged components, increased equipment
repair costs and equipment downtime.
Whether you’re doing maintenance on a tank, helicopter or wheeled vehicle, be
prepared to commit enough time to get the job done right. That means resisting the
urge to rush through maintenance that could result in a missed grease fitting or a tool
left behind in an aircraft’s moving parts or engine.
Rushing maintenance can make you overconfident in your equipment. That could
lead to a costly mistake or put the crew at risk.
So don’t be in a hurry to get the job done. Maintenance is a long distance race, not
a sprint, so give it the time it deserves. Your life depends on the condition of your
equipment. Rushing maintenance is like playing Russian roulette; you never know
when your luck will run out.
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CoMBAT VEHICLES

MLRS
Carrier…

boy I
think it’s
colder
inside my
vehicle
than it is
out here!

don’t
blame Me!
if you’ve got
the knowhow, it’s
pretty easy
to keep my
personnel
heater
working.

mission capable
equipment depends
on you doing
maintenance right!

Keep Winter’s Bite at Bay!
A

working personnel heater on a cold winter’s morning is a thing of beauty. But when
the heater’s on the fritz, the temps inside your vehicle can get real ugly in a hurry.
You can keep the big freeze at bay by knowing what to do if your heater stops working.
The main culprits behind a non-heating heater are a jammed exhaust fan or a burnedout fuse.
Over time, dust and dirt build up inside the heater. When enough debris builds up,
it locks up the exhaust fan. If the fan stops turning, the 6.3-amp fuse burns out and the
heater shuts down.
Before removing the heater and sending it in for repair, try the following:
1. Remove the air duct hose, NSN 4720-00535-7615, from the heater.
2. Vacuum out the accumulated dirt and
dust around the fan.

3. Turn the fan back and forth to loosen
dirt at the base of the fan and vacuum
again.
4. Replace the 6.3-amp fuse, NSN 5920-12301-5271, if necessary.

Clean dust and dirt from fan
Replace burned-out fuse

This
section covers
MLRS heaters,
cks,
Stryker mortar cra
d
an
3s
11
M
lubing
using funnels to
add oil.
PS 743

And remember, you can usually prevent the problem altogether by cleaning the fan
when temperatures start to fall and again at the end of winter. Making sure the air inlet
screen, NSN 2510-01-264-0153, is properly installed in the cab will help keep out
debris, too.
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Combat Vehicles…

FREEZE
DAMAGE
freeze OUT
out AIR
air FILTER
filter damage
Hey! What in the
world are you doing
with those heat lamps?

M2/M3-Series
Bradley…

Dig Deeper with Schematics

I’ve been
troublesHoOting you
for an hour
and I still
can’t figure
out what’s
wROng!

Why doncHa
try using my
schematics?

I don’t
wannA be
here alL
day!

I gotta do something to dry out
my air filters!

D ust, sand and dirt are obvious dangers to your combat vehicle’s air filters. But

water can be just as big of a hazard.
If it’s cold out, wet filters
can freeze and plug up,
keeping the engine from
getting the air it needs to
work. That can lead to a
burned-out engine.
So take steps to keep
those air filters as dry as
possible. When the vehicle
is sitting, cover the air
cleaner intake with canvas
or plastic to keep out rain,
sleet and snow. Just be sure
to remove the cover before
starting the vehicle.
Keep a close eye on the
air cleaner indicator or air
filter clogged light while
operating your vehicle. If
the element gets plugged,
it needs to be cleaned, dried
out or replaced—whichever
is needed—as soon as
possible.

PS 743

Wet filters will freeze and choke off air supply

complete the onboard diagnostics and follow the maintenance procedures in the TM
until you figure out what’s causing the problem.
But sometimes it takes a little more digging to figure out what’s wrong. That’s
when the schematics come in handy. They’ll help you troubleshoot all of the
Bradley’s subsystems so whatever the problem is, you can fix it.
You can find a complete set of schematics for all Bradley vehicles in TB 9-2350408-23, Field Maintenance Schematics (Jul 13).
Download it at the Logistics Support Activity’s (LOGSA) ETM website:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms/

FM Helps Prepare for Action
Use tarp to cover air intake

Dear Editor,
We have discovered that FM 3-20.21, Heavy Brigade Combat Team
Gunnery, can make getting your Bradley ready for action much simpler.
Appendix B gives all sorts of information on boresighting, troubleshooting
and zeroing the Bradley’s guns. But what is particularly helpful is Para B-72,
which has a pre-fire checklist for the gunner and vehicle commander. The
checklist will ensure the Bradley is ready to shoot.
1SG Brent Garrett
SSG Joseph Mellon
SPC Clayton Wells
1/3 BSTB
Ft Stewart, GA
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M echanics, troubleshooting a Bradley is usually fairly straightforward. You just

PS 743

Editor’s note: Good idea! The FM is online:
https://rdl.train.army.mil/catalog/go/
100.ATSC/FD2AF9CA-151D-4565-954082B357944BE3-1300778516510
You can just print out Appendix B and keep it
inside your Bradley.
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M113-Series FOV…

Don’t Idle Carrier
By Forgetting

lube!

M1-Series Tanks…

Funnel Away Oil Spills

Your
transmission
fluid’s a little
low. This’ll fix
you right up!

Look, pal, we’ve been
over this before. You
gotta use the right kind
of funnel or else I’m
gonna get all oily!

if you’re not
prepared, my
transmission oil filler
neck’s small opening
will lead to oil spills!

M

also goes for the idler wheel support arms on your M113-series carrier.
But you don’t wanna wait
until the support arms start
Grease fitting is hidden and easily missed
squeaking before you grease
them. That’s a sure way to
make those idler wheels idle.
It’s easy to miss the grease
fittings because they sit on
the support arms back behind
Grease fitting is hidden
the idler wheels. And lots
and easily missed
of times, they’re covered
with mud.
If you don’t lube the support arms, the bearings dry out and the idler arm freezes.
When the arm won’t move, you can’t adjust track tension. That makes your vehicle NMC.
Lube both idler arms with GAA every 150 hours, 1,500 miles or semiannually, whichever
comes first. Just remember, clean the fittings with dry cleaning solvent before you pump
in any lube. That’ll keep dirt from mixing with the grease.
Finally, put a dab of GAA on the grease fittings immediately after relubing, washing or
fording the vehicle. That’ll keep the fittings from rusting.

echanics, you’ve probably noticed that the M1-series tank’s transmission filler
neck doesn’t have a very big opening. It’s just too small to pour transmission fluid
directly from the can.
Some of the fluid is gonna spill,
no matter how careful you are. And
things don’t get any better after that.
The oil cooler fans are gonna blow
that oil all over the oil cooler fins.
Dust is attracted to the oil residue.
The gooey mess that forms on the
cooling fins keeps the heat from
radiating away from the oil inside the
coolers. That leads to transmission
damage.
Spilled oil ends up
on cooling fins
But something as simple as a
funnel can prevent all that. A box of
12 flexible funnels comes with NSN
Flexible funnel
7240-00-559-7364. Never add oil
prevents oil
without using one. So get one of these
spills
if your current oil funnel is broken or
too large for the transmission filler
opening.
Each funnel holds a quart of oil. So
don’t pour more than a quart into the
funnel at a time. And make sure you
wipe up any spilled oil right away.

PS 743

PS 743

how
embarrassing!
I hate when
this HapPens!

I guess in
this case, the
squeaky wheel
didn’t get the
grease!

Crewmen, you know that old saying about the squeaky wheel getting the grease? That
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Stryker…

Pulleys Need TLC, Too

Hey, wait
a second!

Check
Mortar
Tubes
for
Stress
Cracks

Hey! you
forGetTing
Something?
uh, I
don’t
think
so.

hoW ‘bout somE
lube on my WinCh
PuLleys?

M1129A1 MCV,
XM1252 MCVV Strykers…

it’s that time
of the Month,
Y’know!

did you guys
forget that
you’re s’posed
to check me for
stresS cracKs?

C

Crewmen,

your Stryker’s winch
can help you and your buddies
out of some tricky situations. But
only if the winch pulleys get lubed.
Otherwise, the winch won’t winch.
The pulleys lock up if they aren’t
lubed. Then the winch cable is
damaged by friction as it passes
over the pulleys.
A few pumps of GAA once a
month will keep those pulleys
moving nice and smooth. Lubrication of the pulleys is covered
under Item 5 of the monthly PMCS
tables for all fittings and cables.
When you’re finished with
recovery operations, be sure to
leave a little slack in the winch
cable. That keeps the cable from
rubbing against the corner of the
front hatch when it’s opened.

PS 743

Lube
monthly
to keep
winch
pulleys
turning

Leave some slack or
tight winch cable rubs
opened engine hatch
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rewmen, testing has shown that some 120mm mortar tubes on mortar carrier
(MCV) Strykers are developing stress corrosion cracks. The cracks are appearing
on the portion of the barrel under greatest pressure: between 46 and 51 inches from
the muzzle end of the mortar. Those cracks could cause the mortar tube to rupture,
resulting in severe injury or even death!
Inspect
No mortar tube failures or injuries have been
mortar
reported to date. But all 120mm mortar tubes
tubes for
in MCV Stryker and double “V” hull MCVVs
stress
need to be visually inspected immediately.
cracks
Magnetic particle inspection of mortars has
already started.
Do not fire any mortar tubes that have stress
cracks. Report them to your repair team right
away. Make sure mortar tubes are clean at all
times because environmental factors, such as
the presence of corrosive chemicals during
firing, will cause stress corrosion cracks.
TACOM LCMC safety message 14-009 has detailed instructions on how to inspect
your Stryker’s mortar tube. You’ll find the message on the TACOM-Unique Logistics
Support Applications (TULSA) website at:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/SAFETY/message.cfm?id=SOUM14-009.html
You’ll need your CAC and first-time users must first request access.
Questions? Contact Marilou Happley at DSN 786-2016, (586) 282-2016, or email:
marilou.t.happley.civ@mail.mil

PS 743
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tactical vehicles

Tactical
Vehicles…

Time to pull
this truck’s
engine. Let’s
make sure we
don’t lose
any parts.

we’re
ready!

yep, this bin
will Help us keep
the parts where
they belong.

I hope they put
all my nuts and
bolts on right!

Organization Saves Time and Trouble
Dear Editor,
We have a suggestion that will help mechanics keep up with parts while
performing maintenance.
When we’re removing a HMMWV engine, we use a bin with 12 compartments.
Then we organize the bin by labeling where the parts go during the maintenance
procedure. In other words, each individual piece that comes off the engine–
bolts, nuts, etc.–is placed in its own compartment in the bin. That section of
the bin is then labeled.
We just jot down
Power steering
Throttle clip
Grille mount bolts
where the parts came
pump bolts
from and put it on a
slip of paper with the
associated parts. You
Starter
Intake turbo bolts
EMPTY
can also choose to
tape the paper to the
bin. And depending on
Wiring harness
Generator
EMPTY
the maintenance job
brackets/clip
you’re doing, some
sections might be
Exhaust pipe
Engine mount
empty. Our bin for
Flywheel bolts
bolts
bolts
HMMWV parts looks
something like this:

This
section
covers parts and
to
maintenance, how
074
M1
s,
AP
MR
improve
tching
ma
d
an
id,
flu
ns
tra
and
M939A2 batteries
alternators.
PS 743

This system makes it easier for another mechanic
to install the replacement engine if you aren’t around
to do it yourself. Plus, it’s a great reminder of where
the parts go and eliminates tracking down missing
parts and finding new parts to replace lost ones.

Editor’s note: Great idea, Soldiers. Thanks for sharing that helpful maintenance tip.
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SSG Erik Simmonds
SGT Alfredo Ramirez
SPC Carlos Jennings
86th ESB
Ft Bliss, TX

PS 743
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MRAP Driver Survey
What are
you doing
there?

Hey, I want
to get in on
that! Can you
sign me up?

I’m taking an

MRAP driver survey.
I’m gonna help
the Army make our
vehicles better!

You bet!
I’ve got the
web address
right here!

M1074,
M1075 PLS…

getting specific

about transmission fluid
My 4500SP
transmission
takes only
15W40 oil now.

So get it right!

MRAP operators and crewmembers, DOD is looking for your comments and feedback!

As a tactical vehicle operator, you have an opportunity to improve MRAP vehicle and
training programs. Your opinion counts. Help DOD build a more survivable tactical vehicle
and save the lives of fellow operators.
Access the online survey at:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/MRAP_Training
If you have problems accessing the survey, it could be due to firewall issues. Try
completing the survey from a different computer.
At the end of the survey, you’ll find a link to the Tactical Driver Training Course on the
Unit Assistance Training Program (UTAP) website. The site requires CAC card access but is
not associated with the survey.

w

hen the M1074 and M1075 base model PLS trucks got the 4500SP Allison
transmission, the transmission fluid was changed from 10W to 15W40 oil.
Problem is, the maintenance procedures and lubrication tables in TM 9-2320-36414&P (IETM EM 0206, Apr 09) are inconsistent. Sometimes they say to use 10W oil
and other times 15W40 oil.
Here’s
the plain
and simple
truth…

Always use

if temperatures consistently fall
below 0°F, or your vehicle is in
an arctic location, make sure you
follow what the TM says about the
right oil to use in that weather.

15W40 oil when
temperatures
are consistently
above 0°F (-18°C).

I’m the right oil
to use for the
transmission!

Tell other MRAP
operators about
the survey.
They may want
to contribute to
this important
evaluation, too.

{sighhh} guess
I’m no longer
wanted, then.

Make
a note
until the
lubricatio
n
tables and
other TM
references
are

updated!

PS 743
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M1074, M1075 PLS…

Mud
Flap
Hanger
Kit
Flap

hey! my mud
flap bracket
is longer
than yours!

you’re
right!
what’s
goin’ on?

calm down, you tWO.
once the longer one’s
modified, they’ll be
exactly the same!

M939A2-Series 5-Ton Trucks…

New Alternator Needed
with Hawkers
so, how are
those new
Hawker batteries
treatin’ you?

i-it’s sh-shashocking how
puh-powerful
they a-are!

Mechanics, when you order a new mud flap hanger bracket kit, NSN 5340-01-383-

2457, for your palletized loading system (PLS) truck, don’t be surprised if the leftand right-hand brackets you get are a little longer than the originals.
These brackets are now made by two different vendors. The brackets made by the
second vendor are about three inches longer than the originals.
If you receive the longer brackets, you’ll need to modify them. Just cut off the last
three inches of both brackets. Then remove one clip from each bracket so that only
three clips remain. Weld the end clip flush to the end of the hanger.
Cut off last three inches of bracket, remove tab and weld it to end

M1074A1 and M1075A1 PLS…

How to Get Two-Piece Hydraulic Hose
the old, one-piece hydraulic hose, NSN 4720-01-567-

7068, shown as Item 56 in Fig 802 of TM 9-2320-31913&P in IETM EM 0298 (Mar 10), is no longer available
for your PLS. You must now order the hose as two
separate pieces, one metal and one rubber.
NSN 4710-01-566-4665 gets the metal hose. However, there is no NSN available for the rubber hose
(PN 3808531). You’ll need to order it directly from
Oshkosh. Call 1-800-392-9921 or email:
partssales@defense.oshkoshcorp.com

PS 743
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Metal hose,
NSN 4710-01-566-4665

Rubber hose,
PN 3808531
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Dear Master Sergeant Half-Mast,
We’re having some serious problems installing Hawker batteries in
our M939A2-series 5-ton trucks.
When our mechanics put Hawker batteries in those trucks, the
voltage gauge maxes out. A mechanic from a nearby shop said they
had the same problem, but their vehicle’s alternator was fried, too!
Do you have any idea what’s causing these problems?
								
MSG P.L.

Dear Master Sergeant,
Sure do. The problem is with the old 60-amp alternator used on
those trucks. They can’t handle the power from the Hawker batteries.
The fix is to have your mechanic replace the old alternator with the new
140-amp alternator, NSN 2920-01-371-6064. That’ll stop the issues with
the Hawker batteries.
If you ever have problems with the 140-amp alternator
after it’s installed, don’t replace it. You can get a repair kit
with NSN 2920-01-222-2183.

PS 743
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M915A3-Series Trucks…

What’s Up with

Tire Sizes?

I know my
front tires are
suPposed to
be biGger than
mY reaR tires…
but this is

M1000 HET Semitrailer…

it’s a new
snap hook
to replace
the one that
broke on your
load binder
handle.

what’s
that?

RidicUlOus!

Just make
sure you hook
it up right this
time. You don’t
want to break
another one!

Avoid Snap Hook Snafu

Dear Half-Mast,
We’ve noticed that the tires on some M915A3 front wheel assemblies are
a different size than the ones on the rear. All our other M915-series trucks
have the same size tires on the front and rear. What gives?
									

Mr. J.R.G.

Dear Sir,
Good eye! Here’s the story.
Starting with serial number V71659, the M915A3-series tractor truck was built
to support up-armor requirements. That requirement resulted in several component
changes and upgrades to the suspension, brakes, air tanks and tires.
As you’ve noted, the front tire has changed in size and load range. The original
11R22.5 tires could not safely handle the added weight of the up-armor. That
resulted in a change to the 12R22.5 tire.
However, the vehicle’s rear tires couldn’t be increased because that would’ve
changed the existing height requirement for the fifth wheel. Using 12R22.5 tires on
the rear raised the fifth wheel enough that road permits would be required to haul
full-sized containers.
So when you need to change out the front tire and wheel assembly on M915A3s
with serial number V71659 and above, use NSN 2530-01-537-8297. That gets the
right size tire for your truck.

PS 743
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Crewmen, it’s easy to break the snap hook on the M1000 HET semitrailer’s ramp
chain restraint if it’s not attached to the load binder handle the right way.
The snap hook, NSN 534001-471-7034, keeps the load
Quick link on
binder handle in the locked
chain side
position. The hook has to be
Fixed loop
attached correctly to keep it
Attach fixed
from hitting the trailer deck
end loop of
and breaking when the load
snap hook to
binder handle is unlocked.
quick link on
chain side
You can keep that from
happening by attaching the
fixed loop end of the snap
hook to the quick link on the
Fixed loop
chain side. Do not attach it to
the handle end.
Attaching the fixed loop end
lets you detach the snap hook
Quick link on
from the quick link handle side
handle side
when unlocking the handle.
The snap hook stays attached
Do not attach fixed end loop of
snap hook to quick link on handle side
to the chain instead of hitting
the deck and breaking.

PS 743
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Construction

Get the Scoop on

M9 ACE…
this dirt
is nice and
soft.

Hydraulics

my partners
want your
attention.

but when you get to
the hard stuff, make
sure you check my
hydraulics!

operators, when it comes to hydraulics, the M9 armored combat earthmover (ACE) is
known for being very temperamental, especially when dealing with hard-packed dirt.
Experienced operators have a rule
With ejector forward, check for hydraulic leaks
of thumb: They take a break and
shut down every two hours during
operations. During that break, they
check for problems, especially
hydraulic ones.
To make hydraulic checks easier at
the worksite, leave the earthmover’s
ejector out about two feet. With
the ejector forward, there’s enough
room to look behind it for a busted
compensation pump or leak in the
valve bank.

Read

Hydraulic Fluid Level

,
about M9 ACE
S
LA
AT
hydraulics,
d
an
,
ns
io
ns
te
fork ex
t
lif
rk
fo
6k VRRT
solenoids.

PS 743

Before you check the oil level in your vehicle’s hydraulic reservoir tank, make sure
the ACE is in SPRUNG mode with the engine off, ejector retracted (back), apron down
and hydraulic pressure relieved.
Why retract the ejector? The oil that’s used to extend the cylinder inside the bowl
isn’t in the hydraulic reservoir tank to be measured. It’s in the cylinder doing its job.
So if you measure the fluid level with the ejector extended, the hydraulic oil level
appears low.
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ATLAS, ATLAS II, 6K VRRT Forklifts…

6K VRRT Forklift…

Fork Extensions
Are a No -Go!

Solenoid
Needed for
New Engine

with these new
fork extensions,
I’ll be able to
get twice the
work done!

if your 6K VRRT
Forklift has
the new 165-hp
engine, you’ll
need the right
parts to keep it
up and running!
sorry to
bust your
bubble,
but I doubt
those
extensions
are
authorized.

Dear Half-Mast,
A buddy of mine ordered some fork extensions for his unit’s ATLAS,
ATLAS II and 6K variable reach rough-terrain (VRRT) forklift a while back.
But now he can’t remember where he got them.
Are the extensions available in the supply system?
							
SSG M.E.H.
So tell your buddy, and
anyone else who asks,
those extensions are
officially unauthorized!

sergeant, fork
extensions are
not available
in the supply
system. Extending
the forks can
result in an
unbalanced load.

PS 743

That’s why TACOM
LCMC specifically does
not authorize them for
these forklifts. the
forklift manufacturer,
JLG, also recommends
avoiding the
extensions.

20

you bet, sergeant! Order the
solenoid for the 165-hp engine
with NSN 5945-01-452-9300. Make
a note until the TM is updated.

SFC A.W.P.
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Dear Half-Mast,
I need the NSN for the
fuel shutoff switch solenoid
on the 6K variable reach
rough-terrain (VRRT) forklift
equipped with the 165-hp
engine.
Item 114 in Fig 24 of TM
10-3930-660-24P (Aug
12) lists the solenoid for the
old 152-hp engine, but not for
the new 165-hp model engine.
Can you help us out?

PS 743
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Be Safe with
Electrical SyStemS!

All Aircraft…

aviation

Y’know, you
gotta lock
out my circuit
breakers
before you
start doing
ground
operations!

cav
yesterday…

Don’t worry.
that’s my
next step!

…cav
today!

Mechanics,
when working
on electrical
systems,
always make
sure circuit
breakers
are in the
OFF (pulled)
position.

Read al
ic
about electr
et
lm
he
s,
em
st
sy
ir
A
d
an
PM
Warrior.

if they must
be locked or
deactivated,
follow the
procedures in
Para 65. b. 1
of WP 028 00
in TM 1-1500323-24-1,
installation
and Repair
Practices
Aircraft
Electric and
Electronic
Wiring.

PS 743
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During aircraft ground
operations, there are
times when positive
lockout deactivation
of circuit breakers will
be required to prevent
damage to the aircraft
and yourself.

Circuit
breakers
must have
a lockout
ring, collar
or safety
lockout
sleeve
installed on
the circuit
breaker
anytime you
work on
electrical
systems.
if you don’t
have any of
these items,
order them

now.

Unfortunately, it’s not
happening. And that’s
almost always because
mechanics say they don’t
have the equipment to
lock circuit breakers.

23

Do not work
on aircraft
electrical
systems until
you get them.
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HGU-56/P…

The TM lists the
part numbers for the
lockout sleeves and
kits you’ll need but
not the NSNs. Here’s a
complete list…

1
1
2
3
4
5

NSN

PN

5925-01-581-4662
5925-01-609-6121
5925-01-609-6208
5925-01-609-6211

296050002-1
296050008
296050009
296050018

5935-01-609-6893

296050020-1

5935-01-609-6266

296050020-2

Item

#

3/8-in

circuit breakers)
Safety lock, small (for
Safety lock, large (for 7/16-in circuit breakers)
Safety lock sleeve
Clip for safety lock and sleeve
Safety lock kit (contains 10 small safety locks,
2 large safety locks, 12 safety lock sleeves,
12 warnings/danger tags and 12 clips)
Safety lock kit (contains 18 small safety locks,
18 warning/danger tags, and 18 clips)

1

PMCS is not negotiable. Don’t leave it for the ALSE folks to take care of. Good

5

helmet care means doing your Before and After helmet PMCS like it says in WP
0020 00 of TM 1-1680-377-13&P.
For example, when you remove your
Pull CEP straight out
helmet after a mission, don’t leave
without a twisting motion
the communication earplug (CEP)
connected. Remove the CEP by pulling it
straight out of the connector and placing
it in its plastic storage container. Never
remove the CEP cable from the back of
the helmet with a twisting motion. That
could loosen the locknut on the backside
of the connector and allow the connector
to turn. If that happens, the soldered
wires behind the connector assembly
can come loose and short out.
Leaving the CEP connected causes damage to the connector flange while it’s
carried in the helmet bag. The protrusion that sticks out from the helmet can bang
against other equipment. That widens the flanges on the connector. Then you’ll lose
the interface in the helmet and the earcups because of broken wires.

2

4
3

743 24-25.indd 1-2
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…but there
are things you
can do to help.

Helmet PM Is NOT Negotiable

1

PS 743

Pilots and
copilots, ALSE
techs do a good
job of taking
care of your
HGU-56/P aircrew
integrated
helmet system
(AIHS)…

OCT 14
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Donning the helmet is
an exercise in preventive
maintenance, too.
Here’s
the right
way…

Air Warrior…

Remember, if you spread the helmet too
much when putting it on, you weaken it,
and that can lead to cracks.

1. Hook your thumbs over the ear cups and spread the
helmet just slightly.
2. Place the front edge of the helmet firmly against your
forehead.
3. Rotate the helmet rearward and down onto your head.
4. Press the helmet down firmly with both hands.
5. Adjust the nape straps, but do not pull on both straps
at the same time. Pull on one end and then the other
in a see-saw fashion for a snugger fit.
6. Adjust the chin strap.

Therapy
for the
Improved
Outer
Tactical
Vest

Very interesting.
zo tell me about
your childhood.

When I was a little boy body
armor, none of the other equipment would play with me.

Turn-in of MCUs

looks like we’re
done here.

not so
fast!

We still have to turn in
this pile of MCUs before
we can call it quits.

HMMWVs rolled,
howitzers
boomed, tanks
clattered,
M16s fired.

But not me.

ha, ha!

you don’t
have any
moving
parts!

not Even
a Circuit
card!

{s ni ff}

The other
equipment
taunted me
because I
didn’t click,
clack, whirr,
buzz, rumble,
boom or
light up.

M

echanics, the microclimate cooling unit (MCU), NSN 8415-01-508-6626, is
currently available through the wholesale supply system.
Excess MCUs should be turned in to the wholesale supply system for repair or
proper demil and disposal. To turn in MCUs and request serviceable or unserviceable
credit, your unit should submit a report of excess using document identifier code
(field turn-in equipment).
If you have questions about turning in MCUs, contact Rakeshia Ransaw, DSN
897-2008, (256) 313-2008 or email: rakeshia.d.ransaw.civ@mail.mil

PS 743
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Very
interesting.
You vere a
social outcast,
scorned and
shunned by
your fellow
equipment.

That’s the sad story of
my childhood, Doc. Even
today, Soldiers treat me
like I’m a nobody.

zo tell
me, did
you hate
your
mother?
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When they’re finished wearing me,
they toss me aside. And when it’s
time for preventive maintenance,
I’m the forgotten gear.

• Enhanced small arms protective
inserts (ESAPI) or X small arms
protective inserts (XSAPI)
• Enhanced side ballistic inserts (ESBI)
or X side ballistic inserts (XSBI)

Finally they’d
finish up by
inspecting my soft
ballistic panels
and my hard armor
plates, including…

All the glamor
equipment gets PM.
Don’t I deserve
PM, too?

Inspecting Cloth Carriers

it is my professional opinion zat you suffer from
severe and prolonged preventive maintenance
deprivation syndrome, or SPPMDS.

inspect both
the inside and
the outside
of my cloth
carriers.

Cuts, rips,
tears, holes,
or burns

Hits from fragmentation
or small arms fire
Dirt,
stains or
debris

Here’s what
to look for…
Doc, if anyone
deserves PM, it’s
yours truly!

I protect
Soldiers.
My soft ballistic
panels protect
them from light
fragmentation
and 9mm
rounds. And
my hard armor
plates shield
their vital
organs from
multiple hits
from rounds
as large as
7.62mm.

How
zo?

hard armor
plates

soft ballistic
panels

Very interesting. You
have lived a life of
self-sacrifice, no?
So tell me, vas your
father a tyrannical
sociopath?

For that
reason
alone,
Soldiers
should take
an interest
in my
condition.
That means
doing
thorough
preventive
maintenance.

Torn
pockets
or flaps

Torn or
frayed
webbing

Here’s how
to inspect my
cable release
assembly…

743 28-29.indd 1-2

front carrier
back carrier
side plate carrier
yoke and collar
cable release
assembly

Then I’d have
them move on
to my deltoid,
lower back
and groin
protector
carriers.

Torn, damaged or
missing hook-andloop fasteners

1. Remove all hard armor plates
from the vest. Put the vest on.
2. Pull the cable release strap.
Make sure the vest completely
detaches and falls away.
3. Reattach the vest. Make sure
the release cables are properly
connected. Also make sure
the buckles on my younger
brother, Generation III IOTV,
are properly connected. The
-10 TM shows you how.
4. Stow the release strap under
the access panel. Secure the
hook-and-loop fastener.

Inspection
•
•
•
•
•

Loose or
broken
stitching

Inspecting the Cable Release Assembly

what? no! are you
even listening?
Soldiers SHoULD
begin PM by
giving me a close
inspection.

They should
start the
inspection
with my cloth
carriers,
including…

Hook-andloop fastener
that won’t
close securely

PS 743
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Inspecting Soft Ballistic Panels
You also need to
inspect all soft
ballistic panels.
Look for…

Cuts,
rips,
tears,
holes, or
burns

Inspecting Hard Armor Plates
Hits from
fragmentation
or small arms
fire
Bunching
or lumping
that cannot
be flattened

Dirt,
stains or
debris

Depending on
the amount
of damage,
my cloth
carriers and
soft ballistic
panels could
either be
repaired or
replaced.

Turn in
badly worn or
damaged items
to your supply
folks so they
can determine
if they’re
serviceable.
if the items
aren’t, supply
will give you
replacements.

Ask field
maintenance
for guidance.

Finally, you need to
inspect my hard armor
plates for cracks
before each mission
and once a day during
garrison or field use.

• Handle my plate to see if it flexes.
• Listen for crunching sounds that
indicate broken pieces.
• Look for rips, tears or holes in the
fabric that expose the ceramic tile.
• Pinch the outer 1/2-in edge of my
plate. Can you feel or hear the
ceramic tile cracking?
• Look closely at my plate. Has it
been hit by bullets or fragments?
if you find any of these
problems, my plate is
unserviceable. Turn it in
to field maintenance and
get a replacement.

it takes more than
just a quick glance
because cracks may be
hidden underneath the
fabric. Here’s how to
inspect a plate…

• Shake my plate
and listen for
loose pieces
rattling
around.

As a field fix during
operations, you can
patch torn fabric
with 100-mph tape,
NSN 7510-00-266-5016.

But remember,
this is a temporary
fix until you can
replace my plate.

Verry interesting
how you expose
your flaws for all
za world to see.

if my ESAPI,
XSAPI, ESBI or
XSBI gets hit
by bullets or
fragmentation,
its ballistic
protection is
weakened. Play
it safe. Turn

So tell me, when
you vere a leetle
boy body armor,
did your beloved
puppy stray far
from home never
to be held in your
arms again?

in damaged
plates to field
maintenance.

Cleaning
Soft panels hit by bullets or
fragmentation have had their
ballistic protection weakened. So
play it safe. Always turn in damaged
panels to field maintenance for
assessment/replacement.

PS 743
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{sigh}
Next,
I’d have
Soldiers
continue
PM by
cleaning me
thoroughly.
That means
all of me…

cloth
carriers…

…soft
ballistic
panels
and…

…hard
armor
plates.

tell me
how you feel
About zat.
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Cleaning Cloth Carriers
Cloth carriers
layered with
mud and grime
deserve a
good cleaning.
So wash them
now and then.

That’ll help
prolong their
lives and make
them more
comfortable
to wear.
Here’s how…

• Use a cloth or soft brush, NSN 7920-00Wash by hand
282-2470, to sweep away loose dirt from
in mild soap
my carriers and the hook-and-loop fastenand water
ers. Don’t use a wire, metal or stiff-bristle
brush. It’ll damage the fabric.
• Remove all soft ballistic panels and all
hard armor plates (ESAPI, XSAPI, ESBI and
XSBI) from my carriers before washing.
• Wet my carriers with cold or lukewarm
water. Hand-wash with mild detergent,
NSN 7930-00-929-1221, and a soft brush.
Never machine wash. It causes too much
wear and tear on the fabric.
• To clean heavy grease and oil, apply a mix of detergent and water directly on the spots
and scrub with a soft brush. Repeat if the stain is stubborn.
• After washing, rinse thoroughly in clean
lukewarm water until all suds are gone.
• Hang my cloth carriers to dry. Dry them
either indoors or outdoors in the shade.
Never dry them in a machine dryer or near
a heater or open flame. That can fade and
shrink the fabric.
• Do not use chlorine bleach, solvents,
Hang
cleaning fluids or petroleum products to
to dry
clean any carrier. They can stain, fade and
weaken the fabric and shorten its life.

I zee. You undergo a
cleansing ritual in an
effort to expunge za
repressed guilt in your
unconscious mind.
Verry interesting.

PS 743
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So tell me, have you ever had
a dream in vhich you are trapped
in an elevator plunging onE
Hundred stories to za ground
floor at niNety miles an hour?

sigh…

Cleaning the Cable Release Assembly
To clean
my cable
release,
simply use
a moistened
cloth or
soft brush
to sweep
away loose
dirt.

Cleaning Soft Ballistic Panels
Next,
you clean
my soft
ballistic
panels.

• Use a moistened cloth or
Wipe with damp cloth.
soft brush to sweep away
Do not dunk in water
loose dirt from my panels.
• Do not dunk my panels
in water. That can damage the layers of ballistic
protective fibers inside.
When panels get soaked,
the layers and the weave
begin to pull apart or
bunch up. Either way,
they start to degrade.
Once that happens, they
start to lose their ballistic
protection.
• Never machine wash or dry clean panels. If they become wet,
let them air dry flat, indoors or outdoors in the shade. Never dry
them in a machine dryer. And never dry them near a heater or
open flame.
• Do not use chlorine bleach, solvents, cleaning fluids or petroleum
products to clean my panels.
• If they become soaked with bleach, gasoline, oil or lubricant,
turn them in to field maintenance for assessment/replacement.

8/26/14 12:06 PM

Cleaning
Hard Armor
Plates

misSileS

And finally,
I’d have Soldiers
clean my hard
armor plates.

• Never machine wash or dry. That causes too much wear and tear on my plates,
not to mention the washer and dryer. And never submerge the plates in any liquid,
including water.
• Use a cloth or soft brush to sweep loose dirt or lint from the surface. Never use a stiffbristle brush. You could tear the fabric.
• Wet my plates with
warm (not hot) water.
Wash hard armor plates with cloth or soft brush
Apply a mild soap or detergent to soiled areas
and scrub with a cloth
or soft brush. Scrub
badly soiled areas only
long enough to remove
the soil.
• After washing, rinse
with clean, warm water
until all suds are gone.
• Lean my plates against a post or wall and let them air dry. Never dry them near a
heater or open flame. That could degrade the ballistic protection.
Get the full story
of IOTV preventive
maintenance in
these TMs…

Congratulations!
Despite your neuroses,
it is evident zat you
have taken za first
tentative steps toward
self-actualization.
Verrry interesting.

also
at
fe uring
cbrn and
toOls!

• TM 10-8470-208-10
• TM 10-8470-210-10
• TM 10-8470-208-10PMC • TM 10-8470-210-10PMC
• TM 10-8470-208-24&P
So tell me, do you
sometimes believe
you are Napoleon’s
body armor?
uhh…no,
no! why do
you ask?

smalL
armS
PS 743
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Patriot
Missile
System…

you got that right,
Half-Mast! I neEd
constant Attention.
Here’s…

The Patriot is one
of the Army’s most
complex systems, which
means it needs all your
attention if it’s going
to do its job.

hoW
you can
help!

follow these
three diagrams for
securing the cables
and you’ll never need
to worry about that
happening again…

W1

Rear of
launcher

W2 A

W3

C

W4

Strap
W54
W42

Strap
W40

W53
W55 W41
W43

W52

W3

W43 W55

H

G

W53

W41

W40

Carefully remove missile desiccant
panels. To change the missiles’
desiccant, you have to remove the
panel. But you must remove and install
the back plate bolts in the proper order
and use the right torque or you can
crack the panel. That could mean you
have to code out the missile.
Torque the bolts to 16.0+/-2 lb-in and
remove and install them in this order:

1

9

5

15

3

13

11

8

7

12

14

4

16

6

10

Strap
Support clamps

Straps

Straps

K

J

W1

I

W2

2

Secure those cables! Every year
Cable
launcher cables are ripped out because
clamp
they’ve been left dangling. When the
assembly
launcher swings around, it catches
prevents
those loose cables and r-i-i-i-p. One
dangling
unit lost a J box, cables and wiring
cables
harness this way. Total bill: $491,032.
To help you secure the cables, you can order a launcher cable clamp assembly,
NSN 4030-01-582-8341. Then use the diagrams on Page 37 to secure the cables with
clamps and straps.

743 36-37.indd 1-2

Curbside
View

W54
W42

F
Roadside
View
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W52 W40 Straps
Support clamps Support clamps
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M2A1 Machine Guns…
I’ve got a bad
limit switch. I’m
not doing anything
unTil you Get it
fixed. Otherwise,
I’m not safe!

Hold on
there!

What’s
WrOng
wiTh You?
You’re
branD new
and you
harDly
firE!

New Guns
NeEd Lubing,
too, y’know!

CURE SLUGGISH FIRING
Don’t bypass limit switches. Limit switches can take a beating during travel and
then they stop working. But if you bypass limit switches to keep operating, you cause
safety problems: Outriggers overextend and break or outriggers won’t stabilize the
launcher correctly. That could get somebody killed. If a limit switch has stopped
working, report it ASAP so it can be fixed.
Protect the launcher actuator covers…and order
extras. The covers are flimsy and break easily. Handle
them with care. Take them off every few months and clean
under them. Some units zip-tie them on to keep them from
disappearing. But you’ll still need to order extras with NSN
1420-01-354-9685. They’ll probably wear out in six months.
Be careful
raising the
outriggers
in cold
weather.

if the pads freeze to the ground, they
can break when the legs are lifted.
Follow the deicing procedure in WP 0157
in TM 9-1440-1600-10 (Dec 04, w/Ch 9,
Sep 13) before lifting the outriggers.

Easy with the eight launcher doors.
If you jerk the doors open or slam
them shut, the door rods break. Then
you can’t keep the door open. Open
the doors without over-muscling them.
Lock the rod in place to keep the door
locked open so the wind can’t slam it
shut. When you’re done, release the rod
and carefully shut the door.
Jerking or slamming launcher doors breaks door rods

PS 743
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S ome units are reporting that their new M2A1 machine guns are firing sluggishly.
If your M2A1 just doesn’t have any get-up-and-go, energize it like this:
Make sure the preservative
I just came
packing oil is completely removed
From the Factory.
and the weapon is lubed like it
says in TM 9-1005-347-10. If the
I need this
packing oil
packing oil is left on or the weapon
cleaned off
isn’t lubed, the weapon will fire
and then a
goOd lube
sluggishly. That’s why it’s so
job before
important to do the -23&P’s Service
I’m ready
to fire.
Upon Receipt on new M2A1s before
they go to the field.
But if you’ve cleaned and lubed your
Backplate discs saturated?
M2A1 completely and it’s still firing
Replace ‘em!
poorly, the problem may be that the buffer
discs on the back plate are saturated. To
check for this, repairmen should remove
the disks following the procedure in WP
0017 of the -23&P. Replace wet disks
with NSN 1005-00-515-2835.
When reassembling the back plate,
I’m stilL having FiriNG
make sure there’s no in-and-out
PROBlems. BetTer get
movement of the recoil mechanism
my headspace and
timing cHeckEd.
buffer. You may need to add an extra
disk if it’s loose.
If that still doesn’t fix sluggish
firing, repairmen should check and
adjust the M2A1’s headspace and
timing like it says in WP 0032 and
WP 0033 of the -23&P.
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M249 Machine Gun…

Differences

AR

it’s ok for you to
be a light machine
gun while we’re in
the field…

and

Between

LMG

…but once we’re going
to be turned in to Depot,
you neEd to become an
automatic rifle like me!

I can
handle
That!

There are two NSNs and LINs for the M249 machine gun:

• Automatic rifle (AR), NSN 1005-01-127-7510 and LIN M09009
• Light machine gun (LMG), NSN 1005-01-451-6769 and LIN M39263

But the only version stocked, stored and issued is the AR, no matter which NSN
is ordered.
When you order the LMG, its NSN will be substituted in the system by the AR’s.
The supply system and property books will reflect this substitute as “LIN: M39263
and SUBLIN: M9009.” Both LINs will be listed.
To change the M249 from AR role to the LMG role, you will need to requisition
the ammunition bracket adapter, NSN 1005-01-425-6541, from DLA and the M192
tripod, NSN 1005-01-503-0141, from the tripod/mount item manager. The tripod/
mount item manager is Mariann Haniak, DSN 786-1649, (586) 282-1649, email:
mariann.haniak.civ@mail.mil
But when you request LMG disposition instructions or place your LMG as FTE
(report of excess) through the supply system, property book officers must change
the LMG LIN and NSN back to the AR NSN and LIN before turning in the weapon.
Units should keep the ammunition bracket adapter and M192 tripod.
If you place an LMG into the supply system, your supply status will be TD, which
means “not returnable–special instructions provided.” The special instructions will
tell you that the M249 must be turned in as an AR.
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When you ship M249 ARs to depot, remember to package them correctly so they
make the trip undamaged. Include all the documentation and serial numbers so the
depot folks can easily process the weapons.
Send M249s to this address:
		
		
		
		
		
		

RIC: BA4
(DODAAC)SV3120
DLA Disposition Anniston
7 Frankfort Ave
Bldg 360 ATTN: Justin Houston
Anniston, AL 36201

Outside of the address block, put:

POC: Justin Houston,
justin.houston@dla.mil, (256) 741-5343

The depot’s DODAAC and POC can change. It’s a good idea to first check with
the major item manager, who’s listed below, before sending in the weapon.
If you have questions about turn-in procedures or about the M249 in general,
contact these POCs:
• Patti St. Clair (major item manager), (586) 282-1342, email:
patricia.a.stclair2.civ@mail.mil
• Anna Kersey (secondary item manager), (586) 282-1337, email:
anna.l.kersey.civ@mail.mil
• Andre Pilgrim (equipment specialist), (586) 282-1245, email:
andre.v.pilgrim.civ@mail.mil
• Amber Brasseur (weapon system manager), (586) 282-1338, email:
amber.j.brasseur.civ@mail.mil

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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CCMCK Gage
Need Calibrating?

Small Arms…

That CCMCK
gage is over a
year old. Don’t
you need to get
it calibrated?

No. As long
as you don’t
have misfires,
the gage is
good.

The same is true for the M249 gage, NSN 5220-99232-8749.
Don’t use a new M16/M4 barrel that has fired fewer
than 200 standard rounds for CCMCK. Older barrels are
less likely to have problems with a stuck CCMCK round.
After training with CCMCK, it’s a good idea to check
M16s and M4s with the barrel straightness gage. See
WP 0015-24 in TM 9-1005-319-23&P.
For the complete word on CCMCK, see TM 9-69203700-10. It’s on the LOGSA ETM website:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms

Gage
barrel
after
firing
CCMCK
rounds

if you have questions
about CCMCK, contact
ARDEC’s Edward Gilligan
at DSN 880-4992,
(973) 724-4992, or email:

edward.gilligan2.civ@mail.mil

Dear Half-Mast,
We just got the close combat mission capability kit (CCMCK) gage,
NSN 5220-99-776-0695, for the M16 rifle/M4 carbine CCMCK kits.
This gage measures firing pin protrusion. Is TMDE supposed to calibrate
this gage? We can’t find any information on this.
								
Mr. P.R.

Dear Sir,
There’s really no way to calibrate the CCMCK firing pin protrusion gage, so
the answer is no. Because these are low-powered training rounds, misfires due to
out-of-spec firing pin protrusion shouldn’t be a safety problem. Just make sure to
clear and clean the weapon after firing CCMCK rounds. As long as there are no
noticeable misfires from a CCMCK bolt, the firing pin protrusion is OK and the
gage is doing its job.
Neither M16/M4 nor M249
gages need calibrating

MWO Changes M240L BFA
The M24 blank firing
attachment (BFA), NSN 100501-480-0289, is used for all
versions of the M240.
The MWO changes the M240L’s
standard barrel to a short
one. That means the M240L can
no longer use the M24 BFA.

But MWO 9-1005313-50-4 creates
an exception for
the M240L.
instead, you must
use the M26 BFA, NSN
1005-01-565-6693, on
the modified M240L.

it’s easy to tell
the BFAs apart:
The M24 is red and…

M249
M16/M4
…the M26
is yellow.
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CBRN Questions? Ask JACKS
here’s
how to Get
updates on
all things
CBRN!

From mask valve problems
to the latest issue of
Chem-Bio Defense Magazine…

…jacks
has the
facts!

I

f you’re scratching your head about mask filter expiration dates or where to find
CBRN advisory messages, you don’t know JACKS (Joint Acquisition Chemical
Biological Radiological Nuclear Knowledge System).
JACKS provides you with a wide range of information on almost all CBRN
equipment. Examples include:
• more than 140,000 NSNs, which are updated weekly from FLIS.
• Code F demilitarization instructions.
• shelf life expiration, extension and condemnation info organized by both NSN and
lot number.
• maintenance, logistical, supply and safety-of-use CBRN advisory messages.
• CBRN fact sheets.
• packaging and shipping info

You can search JACKS by equipment name, NSN, federal supply class (FSC),
CAGE, LIN, table of authorized material control number (TAMCN), joint project
manager (JPM) or part number.
To access JACKS, you will need a CAC card or an AKO, DKO, personal identity
verification (PIV), or external certificate authority (ECA) account. Go to:
https://jacks.jpeocbd.osd.mil
If you run into problems, call CBRN-IRC at DSN 793-7349, (309) 782-7349,
toll-free (800) 831-4408, or email: cbrn.irc@us.army.mil

CBRN Alerts
You don’t have
to go to JACKS
for the latest
cbrn info.

JACKS will
come to you.

Here’s
how to
sign
up for

JACKS

alerts…

1. Go to the JACKS website and log in.
2. From the Community tab
drop-down, click My Profile.
3. On the Profile toolbar,
click My Subscription.
4. In the first section, Step 1: Select
Alerts, place a check mark in the box
preceding the alerts you want to
receive:
				 ___CBRN advisory messages
				 ___Demil instructions
				 ___New CBRN equipment
				 ___Hot CBRN news
				 ___Shelf life updates
				 ___Chem-Bio Defense Magazine.
				 An alert will be sent to you whenever
			 new information is available in these
			 areas.
				 You can also have messages filtered
			 by a custom equipment list so you
			 get information only on equipment
			 you’re interested in.
5. In Step 2: Select Alert Frequency,
choose if you want to receive messages
daily or weekly. You can also choose no
message if no updates have been made
that day or week.
6. In Step 3: Add Email addresses, click on
Add Email and list the email addresses
where the alerts should be sent.
7. In Step 4: Save Your Subscription,
choose either Save Subscription or
Cancel and Exit to save or cancel
your alert setting. To modify your
subscription, follow the steps above. To
cancel it, click on Unsubscribe.

PS 743

Select My Profile from
Community drop down

Click boxes beside alerts you want to receive

Click Add Email
to list where to
send alerts…
…then click Save
Subscription
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M1135 NBCRV Stryker…
Sorry you feel
bad. I’m guesSing
it’s your SSA…

WHAT!? Are you
trying to bankrupt
us?! That’ll set us
back $400K!

CoMMunications

find out what’s
really wrong!

…so I’m gonna
replace it. That
should do the
trick.

Read

about
,
generator restarts
battery acid, and
fiber optic
cables.

Troubleshoot Before Replacing SSA
S

ome M1135 NBCRV Stryker maintenance folks are costing their units a lot of money by
guessing instead of troubleshooting.
They do a quick fix by replacing the sensor scanner assembly (SSA), NSN 6665-01-5372509, instead of doing the necessary troubleshooting to find the real problem. The SSA
costs $442,559, so it’s an expensive quick fix.
There are only two reasons to replace the SSA: if the platform circuit breaker continually
trips or if the SSA smokes or produces a burning smell.
If neither of those two symptoms is present, maintenance personnel need to follow the
troubleshooting found in WP 0028 in the joint service lightweight standoff chemical agent
detector’s (JSLSCAD) TM 3-6665-353-13&P (Apr 13) down to the lowest line replaceable
unit (LRU). That will be either the scanner assembly, NSN 6665-01-536-5638 or sensor
electronics module, NSN 6665-01-536-7953.
Once the fault is identified, replace the faulty LRU according to the maintenance
allocation chart (MAC).
To put it mildly, the lowest level LRUs are cheaper than SSAs—and more readily available,
for that matter.
see?
replacing
my LRU did
the trick!

and it
cost us a
whole lot
less, too!
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Generators…

Restart After Shutdown

darnit! I
went to
overspeed
at startup
and then
shut down!

don’t
worry.

guess
I’m
outta
the
running!

a new
governor
actuator
will have
you chugging
along in no
time!

If a Fault 234: Overspeed Shutdown
Fault 234: Overspeed Shutdown
8.0
Hours
code shows up on the generator’s digital
Warning 1992: High Speed Warning
2014-03-04
Genset Mode: Emergency Stop
control system (DCS) screen, take the
15:21:30
Configuration: 10 kW, 3-Phase, 120/208 V, 60 Hz
CORRECTIVE ACTION found in WP 0010
Power
Freq
Fuel
Battery Battery
Oil
Coolant
Contactor 11.0
66
100
40
+90
100
240
of TM 9-6115-750-10 (Feb 11):
Open
60
+0
STEP 1. Push FAULT RESET switch to
Switchbox 0.0
54
0
10
-90
0
0
Open
			
clear fault on DCS display.
0.0 kW 0.0 Hz
38 % 24.3 Vdc +0 Adc
0 PSI
97°F
Genset Voltage L-L
Bus Voltage L-L
Genset Current
STEP 2. Turn engine control switch
L1-L2 L2-L3 L3-L1
L1-L2 L2-L3 L3-L1
L1
L2
L3
Mode
270
270
51
Unit
				
to START position.
STEP 3. If [Fault 234: Overspeed
Battleshort
0
0
0
Inactive
0
0
0 Vac
0
0
0 Vac
0.0 0.0 0.0 Aac
				
Shutdown] reappears,
L-N
L-L
Adjustments
About
Maintenance
				
notify field maintenance.
If Overspeed Shutdown occurs, restart generator
				
Usually, three startup attempts are enough to warm the engine for starting. If you have
a winterization kit attached to the generator, you may want to start the kit before starting
the generator.
The manufacturer has gotten rid of the
faulty governor actuator from AMMPS
production and replaced it with a new
actuator, NSN 2910-01-595-5200, that
should prevent overspeed shutdowns.
Actuator replacement instructions are
found in WP 0069-10 of TM 9-6115-75024&P (Dec 11).
To replace actuator, follow TM instructions

Battery Acid
Some 10-kW advanced medium
mobile power system (AMMPS)
generators are showing a
Fault 234: Overspeed Shutdown
code during startup.
The overspeed
shutdown
occurs when the
engine speed
goes 10 percent
beyond its
rated speed.

PS 743

The shutdown
happens
when the air
temperature
is between
21°F and 41°F.

in this case,
the greater
engine speed
is caused
by a faulty
governor
actuator.

c’mon! I need
some battery
acid here!

I’m loOking!
I can’t find
the NSN!!

NSNs

Dear Master Sergeant Half-Mast,
We have several dry 12V storage
batteries in dire need of battery acid.
Do you have the NSNs?
					

MSG M.K.

Dear Master Sergeant,
Indeed I do.
NSN
Here are three
6810NSNs for
00-249-9354
battery acid:
00-843-1640
00-893-8138

48
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1
5
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Cables…

LET
THERE
BE
Fiber
Optic

[

don’t be
so sure,
dirt!

you’ll
never get me,
cleaner!

And
here’s the
routine for
cleaning…

Wipe off dirt with
damp cleaning cloth

]

• Clean stubborn dirt or mud by rinsing the cable in a tub of clean
water. Just make sure to keep the connectors dry.
• When the cable is clean, wipe it dry with a cleaning cloth.
• Clean plugs and connectors with a lint-free cloth dampened
with isopropyl alcohol. Use a foam-tipped swab dampened with
alcohol to gently clean hard-to-reach places. Keep covers on the
connectors when you’re not using the cables.

LIGHT
Next to abuse, dirt is
the greatest enemy of
fiber optic cable.

Dirt acts as an
abrasive, wearing away
the cable’s sheathing.

it also coats
connectors,
preventing
good contact
and slowing
down or
blocking the
signal.

Clean tight places with
foam-tipped swab

That’s why
it’s smart
preventive
maintenance
to clean
cables and
connectors
after using
them.

• Use toothpicks to clean
really tight areas.
• If you have fiber optic cables
that stay dirty no matter how
hard you clean them, take them
to field level maintenance.

You also
need to clean
them before

and

after storage
or transport.

Here are the cleaning supplies you’ll need…

Item
Item

NSN
NSN

Item

NSN

Cleaning
cloth
Cleaning
cloth
Lint-free
cloth
Lint-free
cloth
Isopropyl
alcohol
Isopropyl
alcohol

7920-00-634-2408
7920-00-634-2408
8305-00-267-3015
8305-00-267-3015
6505-00-205-6513
6505-00-205-6513

Wooden toothpicks

7350-00-838-3919
6515-01-251-7857 or
7920-01-333-9651

Wooden toothpicks

7350-00-838-3919
6515-01-251-7857 or
7920-01-333-9651

Foam-tipped swabs

743 50-51.indd 1-2

• Clean the outer surfaces of the cable, connectors and dust covers.
Wipe off dirt with a cleaning cloth dampened with water. Wipe
off grease, mildew or mold with a cleaning cloth dampened with
isopropyl alcohol. Don’t use any other solvents.

Foam-tipped swabs

One more thing…
Consider ordering
some thread
locking compound,
NSN 8030-01-0145869.

PS 743

Of course, the compound
is not used for cleaning.
But it comes in handy for
making tight connections
that keep out dirt and
moisture.
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GCSS-Army:
Data Cleanup Is Job #1

Logistics
Management…

LogistiCs
Logistics is
surely changing!
read about…

what on
earth are
you doing,
sergeant
driscoll?

LIS

PBUSE
ULLS-A (E)
SAMS-E

GCSSArmy

just making
sure our data
is SQueAKy
Clean before
we send it!

I

s your supply support activity (SSA) already using Global Combat Support
System-Army (GCSS-Army)? If so, a lot more data has to be processed in near-real
time to get you the property, parts and supplies you need to keep your organization
mission-ready.
That data also needs to be clean. So whether your SSA is about to transition to
GCSS-Army or if it’s already up and running in the new enterprise, it’s important to
focus on data cleanup now.
Good data starts with you, the logistics information system (LIS) users and
managers. Focusing on data cleanup can help lighten the load on the entire enterprise
and reduce processing errors. This means doing daily tasks like cleaning PBUSE,
SAMS-E or ULLS-AE output queues. You should also do regular reconciliations
with your supporting SSA.
Want to know if you’re on the right track? There’s a way to check. You can
download data discrepancy reports from AKO, find your DODAAC and take actions
to purge any invalid data before transmitting it to GCSS-Army.
Visit: https://www.us.army.mil/suite/files/42727139
Questions? Email Sterling Hunt at: sterling.m.hunt.civ@mail.mil

…data
cleansing for
GCSS-Army, quick
USE
step guides for PB
AP
AO
AIT, and
protection for major
equipment.
PS 743
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Supply…

PBUSE AIT QSGs Point the Way

Good morning,
Sergeant. I got
your email. How
can I help?

CLoe, we’ve
had this device
kicking around
the supply shop
for a long time.
I know that

Good news! There
are a couple OF quick
start guides out now
to help units clear
that hurdle. I’ll show
you where to get ‘em.

The second
guide covers
the Intermec
EasyCoder
PM4i printer.

AIT is the way
to go, but
nobody’s been
able to get it
up and running.

Units can download both guides
from the PBUSE home page at:

https://pbuse.lee.army.mil/

After logging in, click on
the Support Documentation
link on the main page.

Breaking It Down

The Property Book Unit Supply Enhanced (PBUSE) is the Army’s web-based Combat
Service Support property accountability system. Both tactical and garrison-level supply
management personnel use it. In a nutshell, PBUSE integrates property book accountability
and unit level logistics functionality across the total Army.
Although PBUSE’s Automatic Identification Technology (AIT) has been around a while,
HQDA discovered that some units aren’t using it for the unit level supply module. To
increase AIT understanding and usage, HQDA G-44(S) has released two instructional guides
for PBUSE users, supervisors and trainers. These quick set-up guides (QSGs) help units get
PBUSE AIT up and running fast so they can experience time-saving benefits.  

PBUSE system components include the enterprise server hardware and software, plus a
laptop computer and printer.
The AIT suite includes a barcode printer, docking station and the HHT. It also includes
the PBUSE HHT application and the PBUSE AIT Client application.
The PBUSE laptop has enough USB ports to support a barcode printer, docking station,
paper printer and an external smart card reader.
The PBUSE application does not operate in a “stand-alone” mode but the HHT and AIT
Client do. Data is batch processed to the PBUSE enterprise server when the user downloads/
uploads (syncs) inventories and transactions.
The network and PBUSE computer must be set up correctly to support the AIT suite. During
initial set-up, a unit’s Sustainment Automation Support Management Office (SASMO), help
desk and Information Management Officer (IMO) should work together.

Looking Down the Road

The first guide covers the
PBUSE Hand Held Terminal
(HHT), AIT Client and
enterprise configuration.

As many Soldiers know, Global Combat Support System-Army (GCSS-Army) is now
rolling out. It’s replacing multiple logistics information systems.
Wave 2 of conversion, which replaces PBUSE and Standard Army Maintenance SystemEnhanced (SAMS-E), is slated to roll out to units from 1QFY15 to 4QFY17, to approximately
154,000 users in all.
Ultimately, GCSS-Army will integrate supply, property book, supply support activities
and maintenance. Units will use AIT with GCSS-Army and the QSGs will be included in
future Programs of Instruction.
For more information on GCSS-Army and to check the fielding schedule, visit:
https://gcss.army.mil/
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AOAP Paves Path to Top-Notch Maintenance
did you get
that AOAP
sample yet?

sAMplE? I thought

AOap stoOd for As
oFten As pOssible.

no, it’s Army oil
Analysis program.
if you want to take
Good care of your
equipment, that’s one
acronym you’ll need
to remember.

I f you work on the maintenance side, odds are you know all about the Army Oil

Analysis Program (AOAP). But if you’re a new Soldier, you may be wondering why
it’s so important.
Simply put, AOAP is a Soldier’s BFF in the maintenance world. It helps keep
equipment going strong by:
• detecting potential component failure at an early stage.
• improving equipment safety.
• reducing maintenance costs and time through preventive actions.

AOAP enrollment is mandatory for all Army aircraft, combat vehicles, watercraft
and locomotives unless the Deputy Chief of Staff, G-4, approves an exception.
Select non-aeronautical equipment may be enrolled in the AOAP on a case-by-case
basis. For an AOAP overview, see TB 43–0211, AOAP Army Oil Analysis Program
Guide For Leaders And Users (Apr 10). You can get the pub at the Logistics Support
Activity’s (LOGSA) website: https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms
On the query screen, type
“TB 43-0211” in the Pub
Number box and click Search,
then select the pub link that
appears and the TB will open in
For AOAP monitors and labs
PDF format. The pub walks you
through how to take samples,
correctly complete forms and it
answers many FAQs.
You can also access AOAP
For platform developers, maintenance
info through LOGSA’s Logistics
managers and AOAP monitors
Information Warehouse (LIW):
https://liw.logsa.army.mil
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Small Commitment, Big Payoff

It’s quick work to draw an AOAP sample. Yet that brief investment of time and
effort can help save equipment, hours of maintenance downtime, and potentially
lives. AOAP also gives commanders vital information about the condition of their
unit’s equipment and quality of maintenance services.

Must-Dos for AOAP Monitors

If you’re tasked to be your unit’s AOAP monitor, always ensure that you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

know when and what equipment is to be sampled and stay on schedule.
follow safety procedures.
draw reliable, uncontaminated samples.
fill out forms completely, clearly and correctly.
mail or deliver samples and paperwork immediately.
follow lab recommendations for re-sampling and maintenance.
give lab feedback when requested.
keep accurate records.
keep a 90-day supply of the following on hand:

Aeronautical AOAP Sampling Supplies
Item
NSN NSN
UI
Item (Qty)
Nonmetallic tubing,
15 x 3/8 inches (100)
Nonmetallic tubing,
30 x 3/8 inches (100)
Bottles with screw cap
(144)
Shipping sack,
6 x 10 inches (250)
Pressure-sensitive labels,
3 1/2 x 15/16 inches (5000)
Plastic bag (1000)

4710-00-933-4415
4710-01-087-1629
8125-00-933-4414
8105-00-290-0340
7530-00-082-2661

Don’t reuse tubing!

8105-00-837-7754

Non-Aeronautical AOAP Sampling Supplies
Item
NSN
Item (Qty)
Oil sample bottle
with cap (120)
Sampling pump, 43mm
Nonmetallic tubing,
1/4-in diameter (1000)
Shipping sack,
6 x 10 inches (250)
Oil sample bottle
mailer kit (24)

Use AOAP
sampling
bottles once
and don’t
substitute

UI

8125-01-082-9697
4930-01-119-4030
4720-00-964-1433
8105-00-290-0340
8125-01-193-3440

Use oil sampling pump if equipment has no sampling valve. Pumps are
reusable if properly handled, maintained and kept free of contamination

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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For both aeronautical and nonaeronautical sampling, the following
may also be useful:

AAME for
Top Maintenance Awards

• Equipment TMs for reference,
including AOAP TB 43-0211.
• DD Form 2026, Oil Analysis
Request (manual form), unless
using automated DA Form 5991-E
in SAMS-E or ULLS-AE.
• Plastic gloves to prevent sample
contamination and to protect
hands from hazardous fluids.
• Clean cloths or rags.

Nice job,
Specialist
Jenkins. I’m
impressed.

PM AOAP offers detailed monitor
training that covers all sampling steps,
from taking samples to correctly
completing and submitting forms.
To request training, call the AOAP
hotline at DSN 645-0866, (256) 9550866, or email:
usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.aoap@
mail.mil

Thanks, Master
Sergeant HalfMast. Do you
really think we
stand a chance
to win?

From what
I’ve seen so
far, your
whole team
does topnotch work.

DD Form 2026, Oil Analysis Request:
Use manual form only if unit does not have SAMS-E or ULLS-AE

You certainly
can’t win if you
don’t enter.
So why not
AAME high?

Your unit
should
enter
the AAME
competition
this year.

DA Form 5991-E, Oil Analysis Request: Units with SAMS-1E or ULLS-AE should use automated
form in logistics information system
Remember,
AOAP is an
effective
maintenance
diagnostic
tool, but
it’s not a
substitute
for
maintenance.

Put that wrench down, Soldier! Just for a minute. Remind everyone on your team

it’s time to prepare your unit’s or depot’s nomination packet for the FY14 Chief of
Staff Army Award for Maintenance Excellence (AAME). Packets are due 7 Nov
2014 for field-level entries and 13 Feb 2015 for depot-level entries.
The annual AAME competition recognizes units and depots that excel in
maintenance and help improve and sustain combat readiness.
Additional info on the AAME competition and its history can be found at:
http://www.goordnance.army.mil/AAME/aame.html
To download a complete list of categories and this year’s submission guidelines,
choose the “Message (CAC)” tab on the website above.
FY14 AAME winners will be recognized in calendar year 2015. They’ll also be
listed here in PS. The top winners will then go on to compete at the DOD level.
Questions? Contact Nelson Williams at DSN 224-0753, (703) 614-0753, or email:
nelson.k.williams.civ@mail.mil

Practice
good
maintenance
habits and
AOAP will
help you
keep your
equipment
Army strong.
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Connie's Post Scripts
MaxxPro Dash/
Dash DXM Air
Filler Valve NSN
Get a new air filler valve for your
MaxxPro Dash and MaxxPro
Dash DXM vehicles with NSN
2640-01-537-1407. Make a note
until the manuals are developed
for the MaxxPro Dash family of
vehicles.

Order the New 60K BTU IECU

MaxxPro AFES
Battery Backup Kit
Time to replace the batteries in your MaxxPro’s automatic
fire extinguishing system (AFES) battery backup (BBU)?
Then get the BBU kit with NSN 6160-01-596-1366. The kit
allows you to replace the batteries and get the AFES BBU
ready for future inspections. For more info, check out
TACOM maintenance action message 14-024 at:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/
message.cfm?id=MA14-024.html

Get Ammo Questions Answered
Got questions about ammunition or explosives management, operations, logistics, surveillance,
training, engineering, safety, transportation, physical security or demilitarization technology?
AMMO Help is the answer. Subject matter experts can answer most questions in 24-48 hours.
Visit the AMMO Help website at:
https://mhp.redstone.army.mil/modules/AMMO_HELP/AskQuestion.aspx
Or email questions to: usarmy.mcalester.usamc.list.dac-ammohelp@mail.mil

Extract Bad M249
Extractor Kits

Order Black Hawk’s Old
Control Panel Parts

Some of the springs in the M249 machine gun’s
extractor kit, NSN 1005-01-383-0168, have been
reported as out of tolerance. The bad springs can
lead to extraction failures. Check for extractor
kits from CAGE 06MA8 dated prior to 2014. If you
find any, replace them by contacting TACOM’s
Anna Kersey at DSN 786-1337, (586) 282-1337, or
email: anna.l.kersey.civ@mail.mil
For any other M249 problems, contact
TACOM’s Andre Pilgrim at DSN 786-1335, (586)
282-1335, or email: andre.v.pilgrim.civ@mail.mil

Mechanics, the electrical control panel,
NSN 1680-01-596-1472, will replace
three legacy blade de-icing components
on the Black Hawk. This continuous
technology refreshment (CTR) item
is not yet in stock. So until assets are
available, continue ordering the three
legacy items: fault monitor assembly,
NSN 1680-01-221-0482; indicator panel,
NSN 1680-01-460-9549; and control
panel assembly, NSN 1660-01-216-1936.

There is a new 60K BTU Improved Environmental Control Unit (IECU), NSN 4120-01-543-0741,
LIN B29108, available that replaces the legacy Military Standard ECUs 54K, 60K, and 66K BTU
FDECU models (LINs A26852 and A25860). These legacy MIL-STD ECUs will soon be obsolete.
Units need to update their authorizations, turn-in the MIL-STD ECUs to DLA Disposition
Services, and contact Program Manager Expeditionary Energy & Sustainment Systems (E2S2)
to receive the replacement 60K BTU IECU. PM E2S2 POCs are: Israel Sanchez, 703-704-1080,
israel.sanchez@us.army.mil and Jerome Walker, 703-704-3198, jerome.walker@us.army.mil

GCSS-Army Reminder

M870/A1 Decking Kit Update

Remember to check the GCSS-Army website for
alerts, updated fielding and training schedules
and other important info. Visit:
https://gcss.army.mil/
Or sign up to get automatic notifications at:
https://gcss.army.mil/Support/register.aspx

On Page 9 of PS 735 (Feb 14), we listed
NSN 5510-01-525-6325 for the deck kit
for M870 and M870A1 trailers. But that
NSN is only for the M870 trailer. The kit for
the M870A1 trailer comes with NSN 551001-540-5724.

M1112 Brake Parts Revisited
Make a note of these three corrections to the M1112 water trailer hand brake article on Pages
14-15 of PS 741 (Aug 14): 1) The NSN for the left-hand brake assembly (the second Item 1)
should be 2530-01-414-9314. 2) The NSNs for the right-hand and left-hand brake shoe kits were
reversed. 3) At the very bottom of Page 15, the two NSNs listed for getting the left and right
parking brake levers are correct, but they aren’t brake shoe kits. NSN 2530-01-414-9317 is the
right-hand brake assembly and NSN 2530-01-414-9314 is the left-hand brake assembly.

M-ATV MRAP Lube Order Update
The lubrication instructions in WP 0068 of the M-ATV MRAP’s TM 9-2355-335-10 (Aug 12) have
changed. Specifically, the engine oil change interval has been changed to every 6,000 miles or 250
operating hours, whichever comes first. The straight scoop’s in TACOM maintenance information
message 14-035: https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MI14-035.html
Until the TM is updated, you can download the new lubrication instructions at:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/?t=mam&f=LubInstrM-ATV.pdf
DISTRIBUTION: To be distributed in accordance with the initial distribution number (IDN) 345239, requirements for the TB 43-PS-Series.

Free M240H Bipods Still Available
MWO 9-1005-313-23-P for the new M240H bipods has expired. That’s the bad news. The good
news is that 1,000 of the bipods are still available for free issue. So if your unit missed the MWO,
you can still get bipods by contacting TACOM’s Robert Arellano at DSN 786-1336, (586) 282-1336,
or emailing: robert.l.arellano.civ@mail.mil
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